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Welcome to our Supercharged
edition of the RGMpowered
newsletter. Focussing on ‘blown’ cars
is especially fitting as we enter our
25th year of existence, and I
estimate that we’ve supercharged
somewhere around 600 cars in the
last decade alone.
Our Chevrolet Lumina and Nissan
370Z conversions got us going in the
earlier days and the bright orange,
wide-bodied BMW M3 - “The Thing” put us firmly on the map. It has

Sole agencies:

become an instantly recognisable
reminder of RGM and what we do.
And don’t forget our giant-killling
Toyota 86: it remains a popular choice
for those want the power needed for
it to be considered a proper sports car,
especially at power-sapping Gauteng
altitude.
We’ve also done many SUVs (Jeeps,
Navaras, Land Cruisers, to name a
few), turning them into proper
performance cars in their own right
but also giving owners the towing

capacity to cope with the largest
boats and longest caravans. You
should be able to cruise comfortably
to your destination and back, rather
than being a mobile chicane…
We’re still learning and still
improving and one of our latest
conversion – the Ford Mustang GT –
distils everything we know into one
package. We reckon it is going to be
another winner.

Rob Green

WE WHIPPLE THE MUSTANG
INTO SHAPE…
The latest Ford Mustang has cemented
its reputation as an iconic performer
since its local introduction a year ago,
and while we haven’t been around as
long as the Mustang nameplate,
we’ve been making quick cars quicker
for a quarter-century – the latest of
which is this Supercharged upgrade
for owners of the V8-engined
Mustang GT.
We’ve lost count of the number of cars
we’ve supercharged since we started out,
but we can safely say we’re SA’s foremost
exponent of this form of forced induction.
Long-term success is a combination of
using the best components and then
fine-tuning them for South Africa’s unique
motoring environment. Altitude, ambient
temperatures and fuel quality are just
some aspects that need to be considered.
At 306kW off the showroom floor
Ford’s bent eight is in a pretty mild state of
tune with a mere 61 kW per litre but
post-supercharging that number leaps to
110kW a litre! There’s now over 750
horsepower (about 550kW) and 895Nm
of tarmac-shredding ability under the
driver’s right foot thanks to a Whipple
supercharger, which is imported from the
USA and configured specifically for this
engine. Its twin-screw design makes for
instant response and mountains of

low-end torque and it is also ideal for
V-type engines: it nestles in the valley
between the two cylinder banks (therefore
no modification to the bonnet is
necessary), with the compressor mere
centimetres from the intake valves.
The RGMotorsport team also fits a
front-to-back 76mm Techniflow
performance exhaust. The system includes
a dual sound level function as well as the
“branches” – or exhaust manifolds. Not
only does the design make for maximum
power, but also gives the eight an even
more scintillating soundtrack.
The W175ax 2.9L supercharger is driven
by a durable 6-rib belt system with
adjustable idler system. It also boasts
self-contained air-to-water intercooler and
lubrication systems. It comes with a
132mm billet throttle body and a

serviceable, low-restriction air filter
element. The output of each conversion is
optimised and verified on the
RGMotorsport dynamometer before
leaving the Randburg HQ – the final phase
of a three-day process.
The starting price of RGM Supercharged
upgrade to a Mustang comes it at
R199 900, with additional upgrades
(including a 2-year/ 75 000 kilometre
warranty on everything associated with
the conversion) also on offer.
We also offer Mustang owners:
• Engine oil cooler upgrades
• ‘Cat-back’ exhausts for both 5.0V8 and
2.3 Ecoboost
• 350kW/595Nm First Stage performance
upgrade for the GT

BE A SPORT…
When it comes to hogging the
limelight, the Golf GTI has got it
waxed.
With the Clubsport and now the
Clubsport S the fast Volksie remains the
most talked about hot hatch. The
three-door-only S is a rare beast, and the
jury is out as to whether the R742 000
pricetag is justified, though the 47 (of
400 built globally) allocated to SA were
all pre-sold…
The ‘normal’ Clubsport is rated at
195kW and the S at 228 but the good
news for Clubsport owners is that our
Goliath air intake goes straight on and
instantly rewards you with an extra 10 –
12kW.
But getting the maximum volume of air
into the engine is only the start of fully
untaming the Golf hot hatch, and as part
of the upgrade path RGM mapped out
for a Clubsport owner we also added a
Techniflow exhaust downpipe to the mix,
not only making it easier for exhaust
gasses to escape, but enhancing the
exhaust tone too.

The end result of upgrades to both inlet
and exhaust is a gain of 18 - 20 kW at
the wheels, getting the engine ready for
our Plug-in Power Software chip solution
to utilize these parts to their full potential.
This route to well over 200kW is
applicable to the normal GTI as well as
the Clubsport.
For more info please contact us
today on 011 792 8352 or visit
www.rgmotorsport.com.

With the December/January
round-trip under your car’s belt it
might be time for a service, or your
business fleet might need a refresh
before things get frantic again.
Talk to Robert about our
comprehensively-equipped service
workshop, where we can undertake
anything from an oil change to a
full engine rebuild.

The Hilux isn’t SA’s best-selling
bakkie for nothing and the latest
version is once again at the top of
the charts. This gunmetal grey
example benefits from our proven
Supercharged conversion to the
4.0-litre V6. There’s 327 kW on tap,
the owner also opting for a full
Techniflow stainless steel exhaust.
As a nice touch, we’ve
ceramic-coated the headers, a
power-boosting tweak which
makes it even more efficient.

HAPPY CUSTOMER
Nissan 370Z owner Bob Dippenaar is
thrilled with his First Stage upgrade:
I would like to thank RGMotorsport
personnel for the exceptional customer
service and excellent support. Your
Technical Sales Executive, Jono De Paiva
took care of all my queries in an
informative and very professional manner.
He also provided easy to understand
and helpful advice regarding the engine
conversion that I was purchasing. Jono let
me know all the important information
regarding the product, including its
features, specifications and upgrades. Bev
was extremely efficient and professional,
she listened to all my concerns with a
great deal of patience. She also ensured

that my vehicle was booked in without a
hitch, and explained clearly the
information regarding the mode of
payment to RGMotorsport. She kept me
updated regarding the time which I
would expect my vehicle to be ready.
The conversion is unbelievable, the
vehicle is delivering far more than I
expected. I will be returning very shortly
for the Stage 2 conversion! I would
recommend RGMotorsport to any person
looking for professional advice and
guidance in upgrading their vehicle.
Please accept my gratitude towards all
of RGMotorsport staff and customer care
staff for their speedy and efficient
service.

A Jeep Grand Cherokee SRT8
supercharged in Strydom Park (by
us of course!), South Africa, is being
touted as the fastest 4x4 in
Zimbabwe. They could be right.
Watch it tearing up what little is
left of Zim’s tarmac here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
jvpKXzeuVJ0&app=desktop
How’s your turbo? To get maximum
performance and reliability from
high-performance turbocharged
engines, we recommend using
Torque. Talk to our sales team
about benefits and features of our
locally-brewed octane booster.

